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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Formal thought disorder (TD) is a neuropathology clinically manifest in formal language dysfunction: expressive language is disorganized not at the level of the content of thought (*what* is expressed, as in the case of a delusion like 'I have 1,000 children'), but its form (*how* it is said, i.e. its organization). It is a key symptom of schizophrenia according to the DSM-5, though not found in all patients with schizophrenia and not confined to this diagnosis. Functional neuroimaging studies of TD point to anomalies in language and speech processing regions \[[@pone.0201545.ref001]\]. Yet as reviewed below, very few behavioral linguistic studies of the formal aspects of thought disordered speech exist, especially in language production and in the context of contemporary linguistic theory. Rating scales like the *Scale for the Assessment of Thought*, *Language*, *and Communication* (TLC) \[[@pone.0201545.ref002]\] characterize TD through such terms as derailment, illogicality, tangentiality, or poverty of content. But it is not clear how (or even whether) these clinical descriptors map onto specific linguistic variables. Our aim here was to contribute to a more complete linguistic model of TD, which profiles TD at the level of its formal linguistic organization through objective variables. Such a profile can contribute to the cognitive neuropsychology of TD. Moreover, across different cognitive disorders, the potential role of language as a clinical marker has been emphasized based on evidence for its role in prediction, diagnosis, and tracking the disease process involved, including in schizophrenia \[[@pone.0201545.ref003]--[@pone.0201545.ref009]\], autism spectrum disorders \[[@pone.0201545.ref010]\], depression \[[@pone.0201545.ref011]\], Huntington's disease \[[@pone.0201545.ref012]\], and Alzheimer's \[[@pone.0201545.ref013]\].

Bleuler \[[@pone.0201545.ref014]\] coined the term 'loose associations' inspired by the associationist psychology of his time, which in a contemporary neuropsychological context conceptually connects to the notion of an increased 'spread of activation' across a semantic memory network, in which words are organized according to their lexical meanings \[[@pone.0201545.ref015]--[@pone.0201545.ref017]\]. In the generation of natural speech, however, words associate with each other not merely through statistical co-occurrence patterns or their lexical meanings, but by means of grammatical relations as well. It is only by virtue of these relations that utterances can be productively generated and express full thoughts with the referential meanings they carry in normal discourse. In line with this, Kuperberg \[[@pone.0201545.ref018]\] drew attention to 'two streams of processing, one drawing upon semantic relationships within semantic memory and the other involving the use of combinatorial mechanisms to build propositional meaning', and a potential shift in the 'dynamic balance' between these in schizophrenic speech. This hypothesis underlines the need for profiling linguistic dysfunction in TD at a structural or grammatical level, which we attempted here.

Previous linguistic studies of spontaneous speech in TD {#sec002}
-------------------------------------------------------

In unselected patients with schizophrenia, a number of previous linguistic studies have documented a pattern of reduced syntactic complexity and increased errors in spontaneous speech as compared with healthy controls \[[@pone.0201545.ref003],[@pone.0201545.ref004],[@pone.0201545.ref019]--[@pone.0201545.ref021]\]. These studies did not target TD, however, and there is some positive evidence that syntactic errors in linguistic production may characterize patients with SZ generally \[[@pone.0201545.ref022],[@pone.0201545.ref023]\]. Sensitivity to errors of syntax specific to TD in speech perception have been identified as well, however \[[@pone.0201545.ref024]\], though a recent study \[[@pone.0201545.ref025]\] identified problems in detecting syntactic but not semantic anomalies in SZ at large, which did not correlate with the Thought and Language Index \[[@pone.0201545.ref026]\] as a measure of TD. Impairments in the semantic comprehension of syntactically complex expressions have also been reported \[[@pone.0201545.ref027]\], with some evidence of an association with TD \[[@pone.0201545.ref028]\].

Evidence from a linguistic case study comparing spontaneous speech in patients with TD (N = 6) to others without TD has pointed to a semantic-level anomaly specific to TD, identifiable at the single-sentence level \[[@pone.0201545.ref022]\]. The semantic deficit in question spared naming, i.e. lexical level meaning (see also \[[@pone.0201545.ref022],[@pone.0201545.ref023],[@pone.0201545.ref028]--[@pone.0201545.ref030]\]), hence implicating the codification of meaning at a grammatical rather than merely lexical level. All linguistic meaning in normal speech however also crosses the single-sentence level, insofar as every utterance contains noun phrases (NPs) within it, e.g. *the man who bought a hat*, *that cat*, or *she*, which serve to identify a particular man, hat, cat and female person, respectively. While utterances are fast-fading events, the referents in the world identified by NPs in it outlast any such utterance, being available for further referencing from the same or other speakers later on.

A number of linguistic studies have addressed this aspect of language in the context of TD from a communication- or discourse-theoretic perspective \[[@pone.0201545.ref031]--[@pone.0201545.ref035]\]. The notions of 'unclear' or 'incompetent' references have been highlighted in several of these studies \[[@pone.0201545.ref031]--[@pone.0201545.ref034]\]. This notion has not been systematically studied in its linguistic substrate, however. Reference is not a univocal notion in language, but there is a whole range of grammatically distinct ways in which NPs can establish reference to objects in the world. None of these ways is lexical only, insofar as a word in isolation, like *man*, only has general meaning, capturing a class of things: it cannot as such refer to a particular man, or *the man I saw yesterday*. Reference is a function of full NPs as embedded in sentences used in utterances on an occasion of language use. It is a grammatical phenomenon in this sense, which co-varies in its various forms with specific patterns of grammatical complexity and their functions \[[@pone.0201545.ref036],[@pone.0201545.ref037]\]. 'Definite' NPs, in particular, such as [*the taxi driver*]{.ul}, tend to be anaphoric, i.e. picking up on specific objects referenced in discourse before, while the function of a typical use of indefinites such as *a man* is to introduce a new object into the discourse. 'Indefinite' NPs, on the other hand, have no requirement of specificity, as in [*doctors*]{.ul} *are on strike*, or *I have* [*a doctor*]{.ul}. Finally, NPs can lack descriptive content altogether, being purely grammatical in nature, as in pronouns like [*he*]{.ul}, which necessarily lack a lexical description: *he man* would be ungrammatical).

Without referencing, language would not express thought and could not have the real-world content that it does and that corresponds to our notion of truth. Since NPs link semantic memory (through their lexical basis) and discourse, via reference and grammar, NPs could be key to understanding the language of TD. Only when NPs are embedded under verb phrases (VPs) and VPs are embedded in sentences, however, can propositional meanings arise in which events are referenced in which objects and persons take part, and facts can be stated. Meaning at this global grammatical level depends on the specific forms of grammatical complexity involved. If sentences contain embedded clauses, as in *She thought that he wanted to eat her*, where *he wanted to eat her* is a clause embedded in another (i.e. the sentence as a whole), a particular kind of meaning is *ipso facto* encoded as well: the speaker expresses a thought about a thought of another person, specifying how that person represents the world. Sentences with this kind of meta-representational complexity are critical to reasoning about mental states and rationalizing actions that people make based on such states, but little or nothing is known on how they pattern in the language of TD, though previous evidence suggests that they are underrepresented in schizophrenic speech at large \[[@pone.0201545.ref004],[@pone.0201545.ref019],[@pone.0201545.ref021]\]. However, in some of these studies (e.g. \[[@pone.0201545.ref021]\]), complex and heterogeneous indices of 'syntactic complexity' are generated from sub-variables which combine what are linguistically very different phenomena, e.g. coordinated, subordinated, and relative clauses, along with passives and adjunct clauses. We therefore targeted embedded clauses separately here.

Aims and hypotheses {#sec003}
===================

We sought to contribute to a more complete linguistic model of the language of TD by determining whether a rater blind to diagnosis, using 10 purely linguistic variables preselected, could distinguish three groups based on their spontaneous speech in a narrative, impersonal task: patients with schizophrenia with and without TD, and healthy controls matched on estimated pre-morbid IQ. The choice of variables was driven by previous research and theoretical hypotheses, on the one hand, and an aim for more systematicity, on the other. Given prior evidence for a dysfunction of reference in TD, we firstly targeted the use of NPs using linguistically independently motivated sub-classifications of NP types in which such mis-uses occur. Our expectation specifically was that anomalies in the use of definite forms of reference would associate with TD more than indefinite ones, and pronouns more than all types of lexical NPs. This kind of pattern, if found, would provide us with a linguistic index of referencing problems in TD and how these are linked to grammar. Secondly, we selected objective and quantifiable linguistic indices of the formal grammatical complexity of sentences, namely embedded clauses as motivated above, and the number of grammatical dependents within a given utterance. We hypothesized that embedded clauses would be under-represented in patients with schizophrenia, and that also the number of dependents per utterance would generally be lower as compared to controls, without either difference being specific to TD \[[@pone.0201545.ref004],[@pone.0201545.ref019],[@pone.0201545.ref021]\]. We further hypothesized that no differences specific to TD might show in the domain of purely formal linguistic measures such as formal syntactic errors (e.g. word order or agreement violations). This was based on some evidence that semantic-level anomalies, either at the single-sentence level \[[@pone.0201545.ref022]\] or the level of reference in discourse \[[@pone.0201545.ref031]--[@pone.0201545.ref033]\], can distinguish patients with TD in speech production, while formal-syntactic errors affect patients with schizophrenia generally \[[@pone.0201545.ref022],[@pone.0201545.ref023],[@pone.0201545.ref038]\]; but also on theoretical grounds, insofar as TD is likely to map onto linguistic variables that affect the organization of meaning in language and hence the thinking expressed in speech, rather than being purely formal dimensions of language. Finally, we included lexical-level variables, motivated by both systematicity as linguistically motivated and previous literature for anomalies at this level in TD \[[@pone.0201545.ref039]\].

Materials and methods {#sec004}
=====================

Participants {#sec005}
------------

20 patients with SZ and TD (SZ+TD) and 20 with SZ and without TD (SZ-TD) were recruited from the Hospital Benito Menni CASM, Sant Boi. All patients met DSM-4 diagnostic criteria. TD was assessed with the Thought, Language and Communication (TLC) scale \[[@pone.0201545.ref002]\], and patients were included in the TD group based on a total score of \>1 (out of a total of 4). Of the 20 patients with TD, only 1 scored 2, while 13 scored 3 and 6 scored 4. 14 healthy controls (HC) were also recruited. Groups were matched on pre-morbid IQ as assessed with the TAP (Spanish NART; \[[@pone.0201545.ref040]\]). Patients were also assessed for PANSS total, positive and negative scores, CGI (Clinical global impressions) \[[@pone.0201545.ref041]\], and GAF (Global assessment of functioning) \[[@pone.0201545.ref042]\]. All participants were native Spanish-Catalan speakers. Clinical data are summarised in [Table 1](#pone.0201545.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0201545.t001

###### Socio-demographic and clinical features of groups.

![](pone.0201545.t001){#pone.0201545.t001g}

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                 Controls N = 14   Non TD\           TD\                Statistical test   p value
                                                                                   N = 20            N = 20                                
  -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ---------
  **Age (years)**                                                39.6 (10.83)      41.35 (8.99)      41.21 (12.48)      F = 0.160          0.853

  **Sex (male/female) (N)**                                      8/6               12/8              12/8               X^2^ = 0.035       0.983

  **IQ**                                                         103.15 (14.92)    94.95 (18.35)     83.15 (10.74)      F = 7.426          \<0.01

  **IQ patients**                                                                  94.95 (18.35)     83.15 (10.74)      t = 2.483          0.019

  **TAP**                                                        100.14 (7.82)     99.85 (11.06)     97.60 (7.02)       F = 0.466          0.63

  **Age of onset (years)**                                       \-                22.05 (4.92)      18.33 (2.85)       t = 2.886          \<0.01

  **Duration of illness**                                        \-                17.55 (9.90)      24.00 (9.63)       t = -2.032         0.05

  **PANSS total**                                                \-                66.55 (18.92)     85.40 (16.11)      t = -3.393         \<0.01

  **Positive syndrome**                                          \-                13.70 (6.28)      17.25 (6.11)       t = -2.184         0.035

  **Negative syndrome**                                          \-                15.60 (5.45)      20.85 (6.18)       t = -3.849         \<0.01

  **Disorganised syndrome**                                      \-                7.05 (2.19)       13.00 (2.62)       t = -2.533         0.016

  **TLC**                                                        \-                0.08 (0.18)       3.15 (0.49)        t = -26.318        \<0.01

  **CGI**                                                        \-                4.05 (1.68)       5.10 (1.41)        t = -2.111         0.042

  **GAF**                                                        \-                45.33 (14.82)     35.17 (10.50)      t = 2.302          0.028

  **Antipsychotics First Generation (N)**                        \-                2                 0                                     

  **Antipsychotics Second Generation (N)**                       \-                17                10                                    

  **Antipsychotics Combination First & Second Generation (N)**   \-                1                 10                                    

  **Dose eq Chlorpromazine in mg**                               \-                624.57 (317.32)   1072.05 (595.45)   t = -2.852         \<0.01
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Values are stated as means with standard deviations unless otherwise indicated. *Abbreviations*: TAP: Test de Acentuación de Palabras (premorbid IQ); TLC: Scale for the Assessment of Thought, Language, and Communication; CGI: Clinical global impressions; GAF: Global assessment of functioning.

As can be seen in [Table 1](#pone.0201545.t001){ref-type="table"}, all patients had drug treatment, but there was a significant difference in the amounts. Because of this, post hoc tests were performed to assess the potential confounding effect of the amount of medication (equivalents of chlorpromazine) on the linguistic variables that showed significant between group differences (see [Results](#sec009){ref-type="sec"} section).

This study (PR-2015-17) was conducted with the approval of the responsible ethical committee, CEIC, Comité de Ética en la Investigación Clínica, Hermanas Hospitalarias. The participants in the study were referred by their reference therapists, who knew the purpose of the study and who considered that the subjects could decide whether to participate or not; none of the participants were legally incapacitated. Each subject was subsequently evaluated by a member of the research team, who explained the study, answered possible questions or doubts and collected written informed consent. The authors assert that all procedures contributing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008.

Procedure {#sec006}
---------

All participants were asked to narrate a fairytale of their choice. Narrative requires introducing story characters and then tracing them throughout the storyline as events and actions unfold. As these events happen because of what protagonists believe or desire, mental states need to be referenced, which often requires using specific linguistic structures, e.g. *She thought that he wanted to eat her*, which are sentences in which the embedded clause (*he wanted to eat her*) figures. In different disorders, narrative has been shown to make speech difficulties manifest even where standardised language tests may fail do so \[[@pone.0201545.ref043]--[@pone.0201545.ref045]\].

Sessions were videotaped and rated for TD by two trained clinicians. TD was rated based on videos (by EP, SS, and LL), but these raters were not involved in transcription or annotation. The first author of this study (GS), who was never in contact with the participants and blind to diagnosis or level of TD, transcribed and annotated the narrations of all participants based on their audios only, to avoid any visual bias regarding the participants' clinical condition. Transcriptions were carried out with the transcription software CLAN \[[@pone.0201545.ref046]\]. During the annotation process, a consensus-based approach was used in which the first, second and last authors met weekly to discuss all annotations and address questionable cases, which were resolved by agreement in all cases. Post hoc, these consensus ratings were checked for inter-rater reliability by involving a further rater (Clara Soberats) who had not been involved in this study until this point, had no knowledge of its aims, and was also blind to group membership. This independent rater recoded a random selection of 20% (n = 11) of the transcribed narratives. Reliability was calculated for all ten variables based on point-to-point agreement using the formula: the number of times the two ratings agreed ÷ the number of times the two coders agreed + disagreed.

Linguistic variables and annotation {#sec007}
-----------------------------------

Ten linguistic variables were annotated, starting from anomalies in the referential use of 3^rd^ Person NPs, subclassified according to the type of NP in which they occurred: *pronouns* (e.g. *she*), NPs that involve *lexical nouns* (e.g. *the* [*girl*]{.ul}, *a* [*man*]{.ul}), NPs that are *definite* (e.g. *her grandmother*, *this girl*, *Red Riding Hood*, *she*), and NPs that are *indefinite* (e.g. *some girl*, *a man*, *food*, *men*). Only anomalies in NPs in grammatical 3^rd^ Person were annotated, since due to the impersonal nature of the task, 1^st^ and 2^nd^ Person would be largely extraneous to it and also unlikely to occur. Errors of content or narrative correctness (e.g. *The girl ate the wolf*, when it clearly can only be the other way around), were *not* annotated as referential anomalies. A typical example of a referential anomaly would be that a pronoun such as *he* is used but the referent cannot be made out, or that a definite NP is used when an indefinite is expected, or vice versa. Finally, we annotated mistaken lexical choices (paraphasias, e.g. *adjacentment* for *wall* or *park* instead of *forest*), and violations of semantic selectional restrictions (e.g. *The pond fell in the front doorway*, where the lexical meaning of the words involved tells us that a *pond*, say, cannot *fall*).

Apart from the five variables capturing referential anomalies (1. Definite NPs, 2. Indefinite NPs, 3. Pronouns, 4. Lexical NPs, 5. 3^rd^ Person NPs), and the lexical-level variables, (6. Paraphasia, and 7. Violations of semantic selectional restrictions), in the domain of sentence-level grammatical complexity and integrity we computed 8. the number of embedded (complement) clauses, and 9. the number of grammatical dependents, which were counted for each utterance. Dependents were counted by identifying each utterance's 'head', usually the verb, around which other phrases are grouped, e.g. *the girl* and *the grandmother* are dependents of *visited* in *The girl visited the grandmother*. Finally, we counted: 10. Formal grammatical errors, i.e. violations of grammatical well-formedness conditions as detected on a single-sentence level. [S1 Appendix](#pone.0201545.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} summarizes this annotation scheme with definitions and examples.

Statistical analysis {#sec008}
--------------------

Two different statistical models were fitted to evaluate potential group differences in the scores of the 10 linguistic variables. For those variables registering unusual events usually involving a small number of occurrences (all but the number of grammatical dependents), negative binomial generalised linear models were usually fitted. Such models are equivalent to Poisson models but are more flexible, allowing for over dispersion. An offset term containing the total number of words was added to the models to account for dissimilar speech lengths. Alternatively, normal general linear models were applied for the number of grammatical dependents. Finally, due to the lack of anomalies in indefinites in the group of controls, a Fisher exact test had to be used with this variable. Previously, individual scores had to be binarised (i.e. presence or absence of anomalies in indefinites).

Each one of the models fitted reported an ANOVA like significance value that indicated if there was any difference between groups. A false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons \[[@pone.0201545.ref047]\] was applied to the 10 models. For those linguistic variables remaining significant after FDR correction, pairwise comparisons were carried out by means of linear contrasts to know the differing groups. A second FDR correction was applied to these pairwise comparisons. The analysis was carried out in R (<https://www.R-project.org/>) [\[[@pone.0201545.ref048]\]]{.ul}.

Results {#sec009}
=======

Of the 10 linguistic variables, 4 were significant after FDR correction. These were anomalies in definite NPs, pronouns, 3^rd^ person NPs, and paraphasias (see [Table 2](#pone.0201545.t002){ref-type="table"}). When linear contrasts were carried out on these significant variables, the majority of pairwise differences were also found significant. The exceptions were, for the non-TD schizophrenia group versus the control group contrast, in the pronouns and in the paraphasias (see [Table 3](#pone.0201545.t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0201545.t002

###### General statistical significance for possible between group differences in the linguistic variables.
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  Linguistic variable   Model type     statistic      p-value   FDR corrected p
  --------------------- -------------- -------------- --------- -----------------
  Definite              NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 16.01   0.0003    0.0016
  Indefinite            Fisher exact   None           0.0531    0.1063
  Pronoun               NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 13.02   0.0014    0.0049
  Noun                  NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 4.995   0.0822    0.1371
  Complement clause     NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 1.802   0.4062    0.4512
  Semrestr              NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 4.584   0.1013    0.1443
  FGE                   NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 1.162   0.5594    0.5593
  Person3               NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 16.98   0.0002    0.0016
  Paraphasia            NegBin-GLM     X^2^ = 10.06   0.0065    0.0163
  Nofdeput              Normal-GLM     F = 1.053      0.3562    0.4452

*Abbreviations*: Semrestr: violation of semantic selectional restrictions, FGE: Formal grammatical errors, Nofdeput: Number of dependents per utterance.

10.1371/journal.pone.0201545.t003

###### Results of the pairwise contrasts between groups for the four variables found to be significant in the general analyses.

![](pone.0201545.t003){#pone.0201545.t003g}

  Variable   Groups            Relative risk   Statistic      p-value   FDR p-value
  ---------- ----------------- --------------- -------------- --------- -------------
  Definite   SZ-TD vs. CONT    3.602           X^2^ = 5.285   0.021     0.0438
             SZ+TD vs. CONT    8.458           X^2^ = 15.44   8.4e-05   0.0005
             SZ+TD vs. SZ-TD   2.348           X^2^ = 4.268   0.0388    0.0465
  Prono      SZ-TD vs. CONT    3.183           X^2^ = 3.077   0.0793    0.0865
             SZ+TD vs. CONT    9.335           X^2^ = 12.17   0.0004    0.0016
             SZ+TD vs. SZ-TD   2.933           X^2^ = 4.466   0.0345    0.0460
  person3    SZ-TD vs. CONT    3.419           X^2^ = 4.983   0.0256    0.0438
             SZ+TD vs. CONT    8.533           X^2^ = 16.08   6.1e-05   0.0005
             SZ+TD vs. SZ-TD   2.496           X^2^ = 5.073   0.0242    0.0438
  Paraph     SZ-TD vs. CONT    5.354           X^2^ = 2.353   0.1250    0.1250
             SZ+TD vs. CONT    16.67           X^2^ = 7.166   0.0074    0.0222
             SZ+TD vs. SZ-TD   3.114           X^2^ = 4.556   0.0328    0.0460

*Abbreviations*: CONT: Healthy controls. SZ +/- TD: participant with schizophrenia with or without TD.

[Fig 1](#pone.0201545.g001){ref-type="fig"} below shows the estimates of risk of anomaly (probability of occurrence of an anomalous word) for the different variables and groups. A gradual increase in risk from the control group to the non-TD group, and from the latter to the TD group is evident from the plots of the four significant variables. Indeed, the estimates of relative risk, which are the ratios of risk estimates between two groups, were clearly larger than 2.0 in all significant pairs (see [Table 3](#pone.0201545.t003){ref-type="table"}) implying more than a two-fold increase in risk of anomaly between groups (indeed, relative risks for the td vs. controls (cnt) pair were larger than 10 in three of the significant variables).

![Estimates of risk of anomaly for the different variables and groups.\
Probabilities of occurrence of an anomaly are plotted for all variables and groups. Bars shown are 95% confidence intervals for the risk estimates. *Abbreviations*: indef: indefinites; prono: pronouns; complcl: complement clauses; semrestr: violation of semantic selectional restrictions; fge: formal grammatical errors; person3: 3^rd^ grammatical person; nofdeput: number of dependents per utterance; CONT: neurotypical controls; NON-TD: patients without thought disorder; TD: patients with thought disorder.](pone.0201545.g001){#pone.0201545.g001}

To check for the potentially confounding effect of medication in these results, we fitted the same negative binomial models (used before to see if there were differences between groups), but considering the amount of medication instead of the group as the independent variable. Only patients were included. No effect of amount of medication on the relevant language variables was found: Definite: *p* = 0.4206, Pronoun: *p* = 0.377, Person3: *p* = 0.4504, Paraphasia: *p* = 0.8620.

Finally, the post hoc check on the reliability of the consensus rating by an independent rater revealed that agreement between both ratings in the cases of 'Paraphasia' and 'Semantic Selectional Restrictions' fell to 66,66% and 0%, respectively. This was partially due to the small number of instances in both cases (Paraphasia: independent rater agreed on 2 out of a total of 3 cases in the consensus rating; Semantic Selectional Restrictions: independent rater found 0 as against 1 instance in the consensus rating). The mean agreement for the remaining eight variables was 89,77% (range: 80%-100%) showing that reliability of coding was consistently in the high range.

Discussion {#sec010}
==========

The results demonstrate a differentiated profile in which some linguistic variables showing sensitivity to TD divide from others that do not. In particular, while all patients could generally perform the task of telling a fairytale from memory, referential anomalies in the use of NPs distinguished groups in all pairwise comparisons, with a gradual increase of risk of such anomalies from controls to patients without TD to patients with TD. This predicted result holds despite of the fact that telling a fairytale is a task that is semantically well-circumscribed, in the sense that a fixed set of characters must be referenced and tracked through the storyline. By contrast, speech in the TD group was neither formally more ungrammatical nor less complex grammatically than that of any of the comparator groups.

Results also confirmed our hypothesis that not all 3^rd^ Person NPs would behave the same: while anomalies in the use of definite and pronominal NPs distinguished groups including the two patient groups--with TDs exhibiting significantly more likelihood of such anomalies in both--this was not the case for the variables indefinite or noun (i.e. lexical/non-pronominal nominals). However, more work in larger samples and with more speech quantity is required to confirm that the deficits in TD seen to be specific to definite and pronominal NPs here do not extend to indefinite and lexical ones, or do so to a lesser extent.

Interestingly, and contrary to predictions, one measure of meaning at the (single) sentence-level but more rooted in aspects of *lexical* semantics, such as violations of semantic selectional restrictions (see \[[@pone.0201545.ref022]\]), also turned out to be non-significant. In the case of such a violation, it is the lexical meaning/concepts alone that tell us that a rule has been violated--we know from the meaning of *forest*, say, that a forest cannot be *drunk*. This is crucially different in the anomalies of reference that we report here, which *are* inherently related to context and discourse. If a patient says *a girl* but *the girl* would be expected, or mis-uses a pronoun, the problem does not lie at the lexical end, but in how a given lexical concept is referentially used via grammar. Given the link to context, a defect in this mechanism could relate to pragmatic impairments noted in FTD, interconnecting linguistic levels \[[@pone.0201545.ref049],[@pone.0201545.ref050]\]. Another semantic-level variable, equally lexically based, was paraphasia, which did reveal significant differences between patients with TD and both controls and patients without TD. Paraphasias may relate to the referential function of language indirectly, insofar as reference in language is mediated by lexical description (concepts), and hence a correct lexical choice has to be made when a lexical concept is used as part of the NP. We speculate that a paraphasic deficit might thus be interpreted to indicate a deficit affecting reference in connected speech at its lexical end, particularly since this phenomenon has not been reported in lexical naming tasks.

The above result concerning NP types raises the theoretical question of what makes definite and pronominal NPs different from indefinite and non-pronominal types. An empirical difference between them lies in their respective mediation by lexical content. This is obvious for the case of pronouns when compared to NPs involving lexical nouns but can also be seen in comparing definites with indefinites. Thus, in the latter, the act of reference is largely rooted in the lexical concept entering the NP: looking for *food* or *a policeman*, say, is to look for anything that qualifies as a food or a policeman, respectively, i.e. satisfies the descriptive content of the lexical nominal, while no specific referent is required. This is different with both definites and pronouns, where lexical descriptions of the intended referent are either absent (in the case of pronouns), or need not be satisfied for the specific referent denoted to be picked out successfully in communication (as when a person referred to as *the policeman over there* turns out to actually be a *fireman*, but the intended referent is picked out and successfully conveyed nonetheless \[[@pone.0201545.ref051]\]). Moreover, a definite NP functioning anaphorically will typically re-identify an individual under an already used description, which is then dropped completely under continuation of the narrative (*I met* [*a man*]{.ul} *this morning...*. [*The man*]{.ul} *said ...* [*He*]{.ul}*...*), suggesting a progression towards more grammaticalized forms of reference starting from more lexicalized ones, from indefinite NPs to definites and finally to pronouns. Our results about NP types in this sense suggest that in TD the system of reference in language is most challenged towards its grammatical end. This is also because when a referential anomaly was annotated in a definite NP, it was the NP as a whole that was anomalous, while its lexical part (the noun it contains) was typically normal. It has been suggested on independent linguistic grounds \[[@pone.0201545.ref036],[@pone.0201545.ref037],[@pone.0201545.ref052]\] that the spectrum of forms of reference available in language can be ordered in a hierarchy, with the upper (definite-specific) regions of the hierarchy involving more grammatical complexity than the lower (indefinite) ones. On these grounds as well, differential impairment in these upper regions as compared with the lower ones suggests a deficit in grammar-mediated forms of reference, which is also in line with the absence of impairment often noted in TD in lexical (e.g. picture-naming) tasks \[[@pone.0201545.ref015],[@pone.0201545.ref022],[@pone.0201545.ref028]--[@pone.0201545.ref030]\].

Our findings also update extant knowledge by not confirming evidence from studies of unselected patients with schizophrenia that have found reduced syntactic complexity and more syntactic errors in such patients, which in our terms would predict more formal grammatical errors, less complement clauses, or less number of dependents per utterance in the patient groups relative to controls \[[@pone.0201545.ref003],[@pone.0201545.ref004],[@pone.0201545.ref019],[@pone.0201545.ref021],[@pone.0201545.ref022],[@pone.0201545.ref053]\]. Insofar as the latter two variables are indices of the formal complexity of thought expressed, there were no differences in such formal complexity between any of our groups. Problems of reference thus appear as a different dimension of language than can be measured by these other variables. Our results *are* consistent with the findings of discourse- and communication-based studies \[[@pone.0201545.ref031],[@pone.0201545.ref054]\], where difficulties with pronouns and reference have been long noted. Our findings however suggest that this problem is specifically traceable to particular grammatical types of NPs (definites and pronouns) and their normal functions, of which the discourse-theoretic function of 'cohesion' is merely one.

This leads to a further question, what might explain the linguistic patterns found and to what extent they reveal a primary linguistic impairment. It seems undeniable that referentiality *is* inherent to normal linguistic functioning--the absence of referentiality, as in echolalia, would be a clinical phenomenon. Moreover, forms of reference available cross-linguistically co-vary with specific forms of grammatical complexity. Moreover, although reference as such is available nonverbally (as in index-finger pointing) and not specific to humans, such nonverbal forms of reference, in their declarative varieties, closely relate to language in human development \[[@pone.0201545.ref055],[@pone.0201545.ref056]\], and are not found in the same forms in non-linguistic beings including monkeys and non-human primates \[[@pone.0201545.ref057],[@pone.0201545.ref058]\]. It would follow from this reasoning that TD involves a language dysfunction by involving a distinctive disturbance of reference. Though other dimensions of language showed no group effects in the present study, particularly our measures of syntactic complexity and integrity (errors), a number of previous studies \[[@pone.0201545.ref024],[@pone.0201545.ref028],[@pone.0201545.ref059],[@pone.0201545.ref060]\], but not others \[[@pone.0201545.ref022],[@pone.0201545.ref023],[@pone.0201545.ref025]\], have shown a relation between TD and syntax as well. The present study contributes to clarifying this contradictory situation by showing that for the linguistically more specific syntactic measures used here, no group differences are seen. Future work should corroborate the existence of syntactic impairments and their specificity to TD, as well raise this issue of specificity for other linguistic domains such as pragmatics \[[@pone.0201545.ref049],[@pone.0201545.ref050]\].

Note that TD shares the feature of affecting reference with other neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative disorders, where reference often transpires as a locus of vulnerability, though it disintegrates in different and pathology-specific ways \[[@pone.0201545.ref052]\]. This suggests the need to include the domain of language in neuropsychological models of TD, which have so far primarily linked TD to impairments in semantic memory \[[@pone.0201545.ref015],[@pone.0201545.ref016],[@pone.0201545.ref023],[@pone.0201545.ref030],[@pone.0201545.ref061]--[@pone.0201545.ref063]\], and executive functioning \[[@pone.0201545.ref064]--[@pone.0201545.ref067]\]. However, findings have been mixed in both cases \[[@pone.0201545.ref067],[@pone.0201545.ref068]\], patients with TD typically underperform on a wide range of cognitive tasks \[[@pone.0201545.ref068]\], and there is evidence for a general association between IQ and TD \[[@pone.0201545.ref069]--[@pone.0201545.ref072]\]. Associations between linguistic deficits documented here and these other neuropsychological measures are an important desideratum for future work. As of now, the neurocognitive basis of reference has barely been explored (but see \[[@pone.0201545.ref073]--[@pone.0201545.ref076]\]), unlike the neurocognitive basis of semantic memory \[[@pone.0201545.ref077]--[@pone.0201545.ref079]\]. Our results also bear on the questions of what to look for (and not) in speech output investigated for its predictive or diagnostic role, and of how to design new clinical linguistic tools for the early detection of different forms of cognitive decline.

Limitations of this study include effects that are non-significant potentially due to the reduced discriminatory power arising from a small sample size. Moreover, although the present study covers the referential use of language and aspects of its grammatical complexity, language is a highly complex domain that involves multiple other dimensions besides the ones studied here, particularly including phonetic-acoustic and pragmatic ones. These interface with the ones studied here and need to be investigated to further build a language profile of productive speech in TD.

In summary, this study has provided evidence that under conditions of blind rating based on linguistic criteria, TD is identifiable through the (mis-) use of NPs and of some classes of NPs more than others, while other linguistic dimensions including clausal embedding, formal grammatical errors, and grammatical complexity, do not associate with TD. NPs are the main devices in language that embody its inherent referentiality: language relates to the world, carrying content. A linguistic dysfunction in grammar-mediated forms of reference, therefore, could illuminate the neurocognition of TD, and it calls for exploring its clinical utility as well.
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###### Final dataset FIDMAG.

*Abbreviations*: id: identity, group 0: controls, group 1: schizophrenia without thought disorder, group 2: schizophrenia with thought disorder, tap: test de acentuación de palabras (premorbid IQ), iq: intelligence quotient, fsiq: tap values rescaled to iq units, age: chronological age, tlc: scale for the assessment of thought, language, and communication, nutter: number of utterances, nwords: number of words, prono: pronominal noun phrase, noun: lexical noun phrase, definite: definite noun phrase, indef: indefinite noun phrase, person3: third grammatical person, paraph: paraphasia, semrestr: violation of semantic selectional restrictions, nofdeput: number of dependents per utterance, complcl: complement clause, fge: formal grammatical errors, eqp: equivalents of chlorpromazine.
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